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Somewhere along the way, I found
that graphic design in professional
practice was becoming
synonymous with form and style,
and losing its connection with
concept and audience.
poster series depicting thoughts on design (#2 of 3)

I’m trying to find a way back.

15

R
introduction

The collision of expectations with reality is most certainly a let down.
In fact, it’s almost a guarantee. Expectations constructed inside the
mind do not compare to what is actually going to take place.

*

Welcome to the graphic design career path.
*the cost of dreams divided by reality

16
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Let me back up. For me, the disconnect
in expectations happened between the
time I left undergraduate study and
entered into the working world as a
graphic designer. It only expanded as
my world grew larger.
In school, I was lead to believe that the
message and the way it is communicated
rest on the discretion of the designer.
Even if the situation involved a team
working in conjunction with the client,
design meant vision first, appearance
second. What strikes me as odd, not
only in my first job but nearly every
subsequent job I’ve held since then, is
the designer was never required to have
vision. They were required to decorate
and give form to someone else’s vision.
Clearly a let down.
I’m not alone in thinking this. Many
books have been written and seminars
held commenting on the diminishing
role of the designer as thought leader.
Recently, Dress Code NYC, a small
design studio and author’s of Never Sleep:
Graduating to Graphic Design, state:

18

“There is a major disconnect between the

life of a design student and the transition

to being a design professional”
–Never Sleep, Dress Code NYC
Midway through this realization, I
pursued various ways to enhance my
professional skills in the hope that,
possibly, I was missing something and
the “true” graphic design career path
presented to my younger self was just
a series of books, classes and lectures
away. I learned web design, took post–
graduate courses at well–regarded art
schools and expanded my knowledge
base of commerce and business. But
the goal is elusive.
As long as I called myself a gainfully
employed graphic designer, my
number one duty was decorating
someone else’s message, ultimately
to their specifications.
I felt I was left with a choice: continue
pushing the path of the decorator,
whether through private employment
or through teaching “design as
decoration,” or reinvent myself and
become the type of graphic designer
that reflects my aspirations. I choose
the latter.
19

problem statement

Inspiration for unique, unconventional communication can be found
in familiar, everyday objects. All material objects are imbued with small
narratives that we, as users, associate with them.

communication

form

20

In simple terms, imagine a wire
whisk. First you see the
individual wires that spread near
one end to make the teardrop
shape, at the opposite end they
come together to form a handle.
Next, you associate it with
mixing ingredients in cooking.
Maybe whipping eggs and butter
like you did as a young person
at your grandmother’s house.
Finally, you may correlate the
whisk to something with similar
characteristics. For example, the
whisk’s bulbous end is similar
in appearance to the latitudinal
lines like on a globe. By
combining the image of the
whisk with a picture of the
Earth,the combined image
may indicate the Earth as a tool
for blending. By choosing two
discordant images that contain
similar superficial attributes,
and combining them in a
unique manner, a new
narrative develops.
I believe it is the association
of form to narrative that
designers need to revitalize and
strongly understand if the visual
communicator is ever to extend

their role from decorator to
conceiver. By visually fusing two
or more objects into unlikely
combinations based upon their
formal qualities, curious
relationships emerge. This
unexpected strangeness attracts
the audience’s attention, causing the
recognized object to be reinterpreted.
The individual tries to understand
the paired objects by constructing
a simple narrative, bridging the
contextual conflict presented.
“Well–designed images,” Barbara
Stafford argues,“reveal the mind’s
intuitive leaps to connect known to
unknown experience.” [Stafford,
Barbara Maria. “Introduction: The
Design Cluster.” Visual Analogy: Consciousness as the Art of Connecting. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT, 1999. Print.]
Within these intuitive leaps, the
designer has a resource to link form
to narrative.
By involving the audience in the
creation of the message, an image
that is initially elusive can become
memorable as the revelatory moment
where a tangible connection is
deduced, and a new narrative created.
21

justification

During the third semester, I found it easier to talk about what I didn’t
want to do than figuring out what I did want to do, I began lugging
around a single decorative brick with scalloped edges that I had found
on my way to class. It represented my angst toward design as decoration.
Weighing nearly 25 pounds, I carried it for approximately two weeks as
a reminder: ideas first, form second. This symbol of my internal rally
against form–driven design along with its sheer weight helped me to
break through my confusion about the direction of my creative project.
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“Think like a
man of action,
act like a man
of thought.”

–Henri Bergson, 19th c. French Philosopher

Influences
24
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external influences

or, how my external self is molded by the world around me

The following mock Communication Arts article, written as an analogy
for what a younger me thought a designer’s duties to be, and
what a designer actually produces, is a comment on my external
relationship with the design world.

internal precedence

or, how my internal self remains unchanged

Following the mock CA article is a series of simple statements I wrote
trying to trim and elucidate my own personality. I feel each of these
sections need to be included to speak truthfully of influences.
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external influences

This Doesn’t Exist, Anymore
Megg’s A History of Graphic Design – What happened?

design issues
Joshua A. Reese
This doesn’t exist, anymore
Megg’s A History of Graphic Design - what happened?

T

he designer Brian Collins once told me, “design
is hope made visible”. He also told me the type of
design inside of Phillip Megg’s tome, A History of
Graphic Design, doesn’t exist anymore. If we, as designers
ever want to initiate the creative conversation, we need to
begin a new dialogue.
In December of 2001 I graduated from a middle-of-theroad state college which had a visual arts department that I
believe added a graphic design section because of financial
reasons. (Less people were applying to the art department
because of the pragmatic nature of those who grow up in
the rust belt. By adding a graphic design department, they
could now say “our alumni have jobs”.) Built around graphic design I-IV, a typography course, and a few electives, the
bachelor’s degree was a concoction that was barely more
than an introductory on how to visually communicate. I
was enthralled. The constructivist angles of El Lizzitzky
and intricate rules of typographic heirarchy were tangible
pieces of instruction that if followed, would lead you to a
career of informing the masses of anything and everything.
It’s never been about the rules for me, you see. It’s about
the path one must follow for others to heed my voice. By
learning all one could about how a bold typeface at a small
size surrounded by a mass of white overpowers a body of
text; or how the weight of a line can nuance and accentuate
an illicit detail; or how cropping can make an ugly photograph beautiful or a beautiful photograph ugly. It’s about
how to capture attention and then inform.

RESUMÉ - CV
414 North Sheppard St. #6
Richmond, VA 23221

JOSHUA A. REESE
(347)967-8658 | josh@joshreese.com

EXPERIENCE
CURRENT - MARCH 2008
art direction consultant
Contributed on projects for ZIRH men’s grooming, Michael Kors fragrances, Bath and
Body Works, Svedka Vodka, Eureka, a Sci Fi Channel original series, Tava carbonated
beverage, Vogue Magazine marketing department, and others.
APRIL 2008 - JANUARY 2006
Calvin Klein Fragrances/Coty Inc.
junior art director
Developed and created final CKIN2U gift with purchase packaging and point-of-sale
items for initial launch, spring 2008 concepted and developed new product photography direction with creative director and assisted in shoot and retouching oversaw a
number of press runs, from hangtags to giftset box printing managed launch of Calvin
Klein MAN point-of-sale items with overseas production. Supported creative director
in business-to-consumer advertising for all Calvin Klein brands.
APRIL 2006 - SEPTEMBER 2005
freelance designer
Created and designed print collateral (rfp’s, b-to-b advertising, b-to-c advertising,
inhouse marketing collateral, etc.) for a range of clients
Clients include: Disney Adventures Magazine, Jack Morton Worldwide, Merkley+Partners,
Standard Motor Products, Financial Dynamics

SUMMARY OF
QUALIFICATIONS
I want to make good work.
I am a talented art director & designer with
both agency and inhouse experience. Professionally,
I’m motivated and strategic with consistent involvement in all aspects of a project. Stylistically, I utilize
bold graphics, witty, unexpected connections, all
employed with strong typography.

EDUCATION
Virginia Commonwealth University
Master of Fine Arts - expected May 2010
School of the Visual Arts (NYC)
Post-Graduate Classes
Central Michigan University
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Middlesex University (London)

SEPTEMBER 2005 - AUGUST 2004
Village Green Companies
graphic designer
Lead small design team on graphic systems for over 200 luxury apartments in midwest.
Rebranded multiple communities (graphics, logos, print collateral) into Village Green
style. Coordinated between communities and outside vendors on a variety of promotional objects
MAY 2005 - AUGUST 2004
International Academy of Design & Technology
adjunct faculty
Taught graphic design fundamentals and senior level print design class to 20+ student
sized class at junior college level.
AUGUST 2004 - MARCH 2003
Mars Advertising
graphic designer
Designed print for Kmart, Big Y Grocery Stores and Key Food Supermarkets.

REFERENCES provided upon request.
Available for hire after May 2010

This page: “Developed as homage to Jan Tschichold’s
“Die Neue Typographie” (1928), the assymetrical format
never caught the eye the way I had meant it to. Many
in charge of hiring designers had no idea even who Jan
Tschichold was, what assymetry is, or yellow is the color
of anything besides a banana.

Where to go from here, design denizen’s? My education
gave me enough to know I liked to come up with
a concept, and translate that into visual form. So I had
an internship at a glossy based in north central Detroit.

Mock article from Communication Arts, where I reinterpreted classic pieces from “A History of Graphic Design” to tell the story of my own career.
The depiction of works builds from form–based works to idea–based work.
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The designer Brian Collins once
told me, “design is hope made
visible.” He also told me the type
of design inside of Phillip Megg’s
tome, A History of Graphic Design,
doesn’t exist anymore. If we, as
designers ever want to initiate the
creative conversation, we need
to begin a new dialogue.

of instruction that if followed, would
lead you to a career of informing the
masses about anything and everything.
It’s never been about the rules for
me, you see. It’s about the path
one must follow for others to pay
attention to my voice. By learning
all I could about how a bold typeface
at a small size surrounded by a mass
of white overpowers a body of text,
In December of 2001, I
or how the weight of a line can
graduated from a middle–of–the–
nuance and accentuate an illicit
road state college which had a
detail, or how cropping can make
visual arts department that I
an ugly photograph beautiful or a
believe added a graphic design
beautiful photograph ugly, I could
section because of financial
capture
the viewer’s attention and
reasons. (Less people were
relay
information.
applying to the art department
because of the pragmatic nature
My education provided me with
of those who grow up in the rust
enough to know I liked to come up
belt. By adding a graphic design
with a concept, and translate it into
department, they could now say
visual form. So I had an internship
“our alumni have jobs.”) Built
at well designed magazine based in
around Graphic Design I–IV,
North Central Detroit. After all, the
a typography course, and a few
work George Lois did at Esquire
electives, the bachelor’s degree
was brilliant, and even if covers of
was a concoction that was barely
magazines are now covered with pull
more than an introduction on
quotes, it still has to be driven by
how to visually communicate. I
communicable concept, right?
was enthralled. The constructivist That fizzled. Beautiful photography
angles of El Lissitzky and the
at this magazine was the extent of
intricate rules of typographic
the concept.
hierarchy were tangible pieces
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This page, top: “Toulouse-Lautrec’s 1891 poster for the
singer Bruant broke new ground in poster design. By replacing myself for Bruant, I hoped my career would too.”
This page, right: “Milton Glaser transcended subject and
function with his imagery of Bob Dylan. Can a generation be
crystallized again by an image?”
This page, bottom: “Herbert Matter designed this brochure
for Knoll in 1956 with a revelatory cover. Is this idea still
interesting?”

Page from Communication Arts mock article where I reinterpreted classic pieces from
“A History of Graphic Design” to tell the story of my own career, continued.
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a concept, and translate that into visual form. So I had an
Alright,
refer back to the work I
internship at a glossy based in north central Detroit. After
the work George
Lois didin
at Esquire
was brilliant,
hadall,learned
about
school.
El and
even if covers of magazines are now covered with pull
Lissitzky!
Yes!
Jan
Tschichold,
yes!
quotes, it still has to be driven by communicable concept,
That fizzled. Beautiful photography was the extent
Pietright?
Zwart!
Okay,
who
in
Detroit
of the concept.
is doing something like this...
Alright, refer back to the work I had learned about in
hmmm.
Not
really.
school. ElAutomotive?
Lissitzky! Yes! Jan Tsichold,
yes! Piet
Zwart!
Okay, who
in Detroit
is doing something
likeguess
this...
Sports?
Not
really.
Well,
I
hmmm. Automotive. Not really. Sports.. not really. Well, I
guessare
there a
arefew
a few agencies
in town that
have other
there
agencies
inmust
town
than automotive. So I got a job at an ad agency.
thataccounts
must
have
accounts
outside
Not a big one mind you, but a 200-person agency that did
direct mail campaigns
and in-storeSo
grocery
catalogs
the mostly
automotive
industry.
I got
with more than a dozen recipes that had to be created and
a job
atforan
agency.
abybig
tested
eachad
monthly
issue. In byNot
9:30, out
5 every
Monthly pot-lucks with the recipes, free coffee that
oneday.
mind
you, but a 200–person
somebody else made and a softball team that even supplied the
jersey’s.
Greatmostly
for a the divorcé
and young
father
agency
that
did
direct
mail
I shared an office with but when you’re 22, it was boring.
campaigns
and
I wasn’t using my
brain,in–store
the office was ingrocery
suburbia, and
everybody there was happy with the status quo. It was there
catalogs
with
more
than
a
dozen
I started Tie Mondays. Not because I wanted to impress
people with
my had
attire, but
polo shirt andand
khaki’s
recipes
that
tobecause
be acreated
is the cubicle workers version of a sweatsuit. Let’s all just
tested
for
each
monthly
issue.
get fat, have kids, then die.
In by
9:30, out by 5 every day.
While being romantically uninvolved with my brain for
8
hours
a day,included
I started thinkingmonthly
life in Detroit wouldn’t
The perks
cut it. Afterall, unions began there. (Do you know what a
pot–lucks
thethatrecipes,
free
union is? It’s with
having a job
you can’t get fired
from even
if you’re incompetent. It’s systemized ambivalence. CA
coffee
that somebody else made
and a softball team with jersey’s(!).
It turned
out to be great for the
This page: “Helmut Krone and Julian Koenig are famous for
making an economy car lovable as conventional exaggerdivorcé
and
young father who I
ated claims and superlatives yield to straightforward facts.
Without previous knowledge of the advertisements though,
shared
my
office
space with, but
this could be read in various ways when combined with my
own photograph.”
at 22, it was boring. I wasn’t
using my brain, the office was in
suburbia, and everybody there
was happy with the status quo.
There, I initiated Tie Mondays.
Not because I wanted to impress
people with my attire, but because
a polo shirt and khakis is the
cubicle worker’s version of a sweat
suit. Let’s all just get fat, have kids,
then die.
...

Lemon
I missed the boat.
Tujasd;fjasd;kfjas;doifuas;lkndfr;kas
diuyvj;askdfpoasiudfjsadf[09uasjf;lksd
upfoi;aj ;ladksyfuo;alsdkjfpoa;iljdsfm;l
a fjas;dlfiuj a;lsdfku ailsjdfpoijm ;oanisdufj /.,jsadpofu lknqj;lqkjeor[ubml
unaosdfum;l qujoujlas/dkfjo j asodiufjlasd

Tujasd;fjasd;kfjas;doifuas;lkndfr;kas
diuyvj;askdfpoasiudfjsadf[09uasjf;lksd
upfoi;aj ;ladksyfuo;alsdkjfpoa;iljdsfm;l
a fjas;dlfiuj a;lsdfku ailsjdfpoijm ;oanisdufj /.,jsadpofu lknqj;lqkjeor[ubml
unaosdfum;l qujoujlas/dkfjo j asodiufjlasd
Tujasd;fjasd;kfjas;doifuas;lkndfr

;kasdiuyvj;askdfpoasiudfjsadf[09u
asjf;lksdupfoi;aj ;ladksyfuo;alsdk
jfpoa;iljdsfm;la fjas;dlfiuj a;lsdfku
ailsjdfpoijm ;oanisdufj /.,jsadpofu
lknqj;lqkjeor[ubml unaosdfum;l qujoujlas/dkfjo j asodiufjlasd
Tujasd;fjasd;kfjas;doifua
s;lkndfr;kasdiuyvj;askdfp

The story continues, but it’s
more or less the same thing.
–
I moved to New York with
plans to find design work that
championed the role of designer.
Although work in the city was
Thinkconcept
small
plentiful,
driven design
jobs were rare, and without any
connections, I found it hard
landing any interviews with
stronger, intellectual firms.
My little brain isn’t so much of a
novelty any more.
Tujasd;fjasd;kfjas;doifuas;lkndfr;kas
diuyvj;askdfpoasiudfjsadf[09uasjf;lksd
upfoi;aj ;ladksyfuo;alsdkjfpoa;iljdsfm;l
a fjas;dlfiuj a;lsdfku ailsjdfpoijm ;oanisdufj /.,jsadpofu lknqj;lqkjeor[ubml
unaosdfum;l qujoujlas/dkfjo j asodi-

ufjlasd
Tujasd;fjasd;kfjas;doifuas;lkndfr;kas
diuyvj;askdfpoasiudfjsadf[09uasjf;lksd
upfoi;aj ;ladksyfuo;alsdkjfpoa;iljdsfm;l
a fjas;dlfiuj a;lsdfku ailsjdfpoijm ;oanisdufj /.,jsadpofu lknqj;lqkjeor[ubml
unaosdfum;l qujoujlas/dkfjo j asodiufjlasd

Tujasd;fjasd;kfjas;doifuas;lkndfr
;kasdiuyvj;askdfpoasiudfjsadf[09u
asjf;lksdupfoi;aj ;ladksyfuo;alsdk
jfpoa;iljdsfm;la fjas;dlfiuj a;lsdfku
ailsjdfpoijm ;oanisdufj /.,jsadpofu lknqj;lqkjeor[ubml
unaosdfum;l qujoujlas/
dkfjo j asodiufjlasd

The following page contains an info–graphic illustration of the band
Wolf Parade’s song, “Dear Sons and Daughters of Hungry Ghosts”
quoting the line, “I’ve got hands, so I’ve got fists”.
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hang loose

that is rocking

the dirty bird

my hair is wet

i’ve got hands
devil horns

“how”, tonto said
bang, bang

he did it
so i’ve got f ists

what a big sucker
32

live long and prosper
33

I like to question things.

Because I think it clarifies things.

I like mocking both what I know about,
and those things I don’t know.

Because I think there can be a better way.

I like to ask why.

Because I can then isolate, reduce, and then better
understand a topic, cutting through hyperbole.

I like to run.

I like a little conspiracy.

Because it gives me a chance to think.

I like technology.

But I’m not sure why.

I like to appear well put together.

Because I don’t like to be asked about extraneous things.

I like politics.

Because there is no such thing as a black and white issue,
it’s always shades of grey.

Because it questions previously held assumptions.

I like to laugh.

Because it relieves stress.

I like witty people.

Because I think you cannot teach wit, only observe
and then hone through imitation.

I like leverage and negotiation.

I like power.

Because you must have a long outlook
on short term actions.

I like to go camping.

Because I like to challenge.

Because it makes other people value your opinion.

I like to be challenged.

Because it feels like escaping.

internal precedence
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trimester 1

trimester 3

mos. 1

mos. 2

mos. 3

trimester 2

mos. 7

mos. 8

mos. 9

trimester 4

MFA
mos. 4

mos. 5

mos. 6

Gestation
36
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process and methodology

	I like to walk and observe. As I survey the detritus of humanity,
the ebbs and flows of commerce, and the various instances
of miscommunication in my surroundings, my thoughts and
ideas take form.
Traditionally, a designer is presented with a problem setting
in motion the gears inside the head that connect with the
eyes and hands to produce a visual, communicative solution.
In graduate school, I found myself at a loss: without a supplied
problem, without the impulse to start an idea, I wondered where
would these ideas come from? What am I drawn to? What is
missing from my previous work that I admired in others? What
is something that I might be able to focus my attention on?
	The walks began as runs. At the beginning, I was in the middle
of training for a marathon, and was enjoying the time spent
alone with the clarity that physical exertion brings. Stepping
out of the front door of my apartment building, the
conceptual solution to a problem was a few short miles away.
Near the end of a run the form of a solution would begin to
develop. Face time with a note pad or the computer was the
only step left to realizing the solution. The real problem,
the basis for a conceptual solution, was solved.
Without a given problem to work with, how would I find a
solution? I began looking at the work of other designers who
successfully explored what I like to refer to as the “what if?”
principle. What if the poster was three dimensional? What if an
entire web site was made from a sketchbook? What if designers
stopped using rules to guide them and instead use their minds
to deduce how we communicate as human beings–and do so in
an effective and innovative way?

38

	The Art of Looking Sideways is the cornerstone on which my design
mind rests, but in looking in my past work, and comparing
it to work I appreciate, I noticed a significant disconnect.
Design solutions in my portfolio occasionally exhibited both
conceptual and formal qualities, but rarely. Looking back
at these works, I realized that my approach usually involved
1) assuming a particular visual language that would be
subscribed to by my audience; 2) applying this language to a
formulaic solution; and 3) adding a layer of nuance and detail
to “dress up” the design. The meta thinking observed and
described in Looking Sideways rarely appeared in my work.
I began my creative project by looking around. Not having
a particular audience to design for, I understood that a traditional
design solutions would not be required. Ironically, the design
solutions I previously enjoyed resolving was now found in creating
the base problem.
I believe that our minds logically assign and maintain particular
truths regarding the forms and narratives that distinguish objects.
Jasper Morrison and Naota Fukosawa call this phenomenon the
“super normal” in their booklet, Super Normal: Sensations of the Ordinary.
They describe objects devoid of what one might think of as design,
but are in fact examples of design. Specifically, everyday objects
that are not consciously considered for their designed exterior ,
but the invisible aspect of their design is an essential part of their
designed nature. This is the “truth” of an object, as recognized
by an individual. One person’s truth might be different
from another’s truth, but each of us has an index to which we
subconsciously refer. For instance, if I say “chair” you might
picture a perfectly refined Shaker–style chair. An object one sits
on. But if I were to say lounge chair, you might visualize a deck
chair, chaise lounge, or bar chair.
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“These are a few of my
favorite things”

+

re-record with
typographic terms

=

em dashes and en dashes
and left justification...

+

=
GIANT
LETTER(s)
from PVC

It’s easy to shock
and provoke.

+

=

Drunk Boy
Paint

painting supplies
available colors

sangria

available colors

cervaza

margarita

porcelin

the morning after

single malt

fresh snow

purity

god’s love

cotton ﬁelds

+

graceland

holy spirit

=

Drunk Boy
Paint

available colors

sangria

cervaza

margarita

porcelin

the morning after

As a mechanism that more or less
creates culture, advertising is sloppy.
Once a holder of commercial artists
and those with a novel in the works,
it’s now an incubator for the adultchild. Those who want IT now and
immediately change perspective
after they hold it.

Form without content
is a masterpiece painted
on a napkin.

Not Me

single malt

15

club

Explorations trying to identify a creative project.
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 ack to running. During my runs, I tried to isolate and identify
B
what to me was “the iconic [blank].” The iconic light post. The
iconic door knob. I drew the term “iconic” is from my days
working in the beauty and fashion industry–where the word
“iconic” was used so often and used so loosely that it was depleted
of meaning. The shape and reductive nature of the Calvin Klein
CK One bottle is an icon of the 90’s generation, according to
the staff at Calvin Klein. Subsequently, every new bottle for a
new fragrance was prematurely labeled as iconic—hardly an apt
application of the word.
	I began constructing an internal myth based around the premise of designer as decorator. In my sketchbook, I drew an image of the classic double–stacked, round birthday cake as the
problem, the icon: the frosting as the decoration. I began by
creating a line drawing of a cake made purely of frosting then
I pulled and manipulated its form. I then generated a number
of alternative line art drawings exploring a range of “what if?”
scenarios with the cake. Afterwards, I stepped back and looked
at my progress, trying to understand what these sketchbook
samples meant. I came to the realize that by tampering with
its form, the universality of cake as an object and icon became
apparent. I found that it was possible to encode an object with
an additional layer of meaning by altering a small aspect of
its essence. I began experimenting with the images of other
objects that could be perceived as iconic, drawing and
recording these objects in my sketchbook after the marathon
training runs. I wondered, by combining two unlike objects
that related purely on a formal level, what truth was identified?

42

“Decorative Frosting”
Process work leading toward the creative project.
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	Ryan McGinness, an artist using graphic design methodology
to create his work, describes his process in Strength magazine as
‘“extract[ing] ideas, shared experiences and materials from
pop culture and elevate[ing] them in an attempt to delineate
what brings us together as consumers and producers.” Gorging on the icons of mass communication, McGinness digests
the discarded chips of visual pop culture and regurgitates a
rehydrated paste of common experience.’ [Gladman, Randy
D. “Ryan McGinness: Art + Entertainment.” Strength Jan.
2002: 95–102. www.ryanmcginness.com. Web. <http://www.
ryanmcginness.com/pdf/press/2002_Strength.pdf>.]
	My process is similar. I observe the meta interactions in world
around me and make mental notes on how objects work with,
or against, their user. Right now, I’m prone to identifing the
ubiquitous objects of everyday life. No brands, no logos, no
speaking of corporate angling. Just the stuff in our life that
assists in our daily needs and rituals. Objects that are common
and overlooked because they blend in with the surroundings,
and become extensions of ourselves in the civilized world.
The objects are often employed as specialized extensions of
ourselves, tools mainly.
	My belief, best stated in the introduction of Picturing and Poeting,
is that the best design has “the ability to engage and inform,
to tease and amuse, and to confront and challenge...the best
graphic design connects with what people already know at
the same time as rendering that knowledge new and fresh.”
[Fletcher, Alan. Picturing and Poeting. London: Phaidon, 2006.
Print.] By synthesizing two opposing objects into a single
analogy, a fresh, new narrative is created, one which
communicates and resonates.
Second exploration into combining two objects into a singular, readable object.
Came about while doing the dishes and listening to a neighbor mow their lawn.
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eunoia – word coined

by Aristotle meaning
the state of mind

one must be in to

gain friends and

make connections.
Literally means “beautiful thinking.”
Shortest word in English language
to contain all vowels.

Proliferation
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creative project

My creative project explores the human desire to create simple
narratives that facilitate understanding, framing the subject matter in
relationships drawn from previous established ideas. The combination
and then manipulation of super normal objects and images can elicit
a previously unrecognized narrative derived from the viewer’s internal
portrayal of objects.
I believe that the discovery of new
relationships is the basis for
creativity. With refinement, I am
also able to imbue a sense of wit in
the work. I say refinement, because
some of my combinations are more
effective and evoke a faster and
targeted response, while others are
more obtuse and disguised. The
project, for me, is an exploration
of the interplay between wit,
creativity and ideations generated
by juxtaposing two familiar images.
Through this project I am trying to
reconcile the training and work that
I have done in the first seven years of
my career with the work of others
that I admire. To create pieces that
are clever, where wit is tangible,
even if it is elusive at first glance.
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conclusions

The work I initiated in my creative project is like the starting gun at
a marathon. Understanding how to quickly, effectively and uniquely
relay a message to an audience, without the addition of explanatory text
remains distant, but I have examined the training regimen and route.
Being more free with visual analogies and showing wit was a something
I had thought abstractly about for a long time but wasn’t able to
faithfully pursue until coming to graduate school.
During the past two years, I have had
the opportunity to focus my efforts
towards this direction. I now feel
that I have the capacity to transcend
being a decorator into a communicator.
Although I have much to accomplish,
I believe that my explorations and
provocations have successfully oriented
me to a new approach. I plan to
continue my work towards strong,
creative and witty solutions that carry
meaning beyond the styles and trends
that are rampant in our design culture.
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“If you can come up
with the right idea
and find the best way
to implement it, you’ll
be alright. Don’t worry
about style. Don’t
worry about trends.”
– Woodie Pirtle

Implementation
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?
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tangible application

To visualize how the methodology
used in my creative project might
be applied to client–based
assignments, I selected two fairy
tales from Grimm’s Fairy Tales
previously unknown to me. I’ve
illustrated and designed a poster
series focusing on these tales
for a fictional children’s theater
in San Diego, California.
In addition to the two posters,
an invitation, produced for a
traditional client, expands my
work from research to tangible
applications in the profession.
All following synopses gathered from
Wikipedia.org.
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Der Krautesel synopsis

Der Krautesel or The Donkey Cabbage is a German fairy tale
collected by the Brothers Grimm, tale number 122.
A huntsman gave an old woman
alms. As thanks, she told him
to go to a tree where nine birds
fought for a cloak; if he shot
among them, one would die and
they would drop the cloak, which
was a wishing cloak. Furthermore,
if he swallowed the heart of the
dead bird, he would find a gold
coin on his pillow every morning.
During his travels, he came
upon a castle where an old witch
lived with her beautiful
daughter. The witch knew about
the bird’s heart and told her
daughter what she must do to steal
it. The daughter gave the man
a magical drink, and the bird’s
heart came up. Immediately, the
daughter swallowed it herself.
Next, the witch told her how to
steal the huntsman’s wishing cloak.
To do this, the daughter told the
huntsman that she wished to be at
Garnet Mountain, a nearby cliff.
He took her under the cloak and
wished them both there. As he
slept there, she stole the cloak and
wished herself back home, leaving
the huntsman.
Three giants saw the huntsman
alone and spoke of killing him,
but the third told him of a cloud
that would bear him away. He

climbed up the mountain and rode
off on the cloud, taking him to a
cabbage garden. Famished from his
ordeal, he ate some cabbage which
turned him into a donkey. He went
on, and found a different cabbage
patch, which then turned him back
into a man. He took both kinds of
cabbage and went back to the castle
with a devious plan. He told the witch
that he was a royal messenger, sent to
fetch the finest cabbage for the king,
but he was afraid that the heat would
make it wither. The witch asked for
some. He gave it to the witch, her
maidservant, and the daughter, who
all ate of the cabbage and became
donkeys. The huntsman sold them
now donkeys, to a miller, telling him
to give the old one, the witch, one
meal a day and three beatings; the
maid–servant donkey, three meals
and one beating; the daughter, three
meals and no beatings.
After a time, he returned. The
miller told him that the oldest
donkey was dead, but the other two
were so sad he thought they would
die. The huntsman turned the two
donkeys back into women. Ashamed,
the daughter told him where the
cloak was and said she would give him
back the stolen heart, but he said it
would make no difference if they wed.
So they married.
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Barenhauter synopsis

Barenhauter, or Bearskin is a fairy tale collected by the Brothers Grimm,
as tale no. 101.
When the war ended, a soldier
found his parents dead, and his
brothers had no place for him.
A green–coated man with a
cloven hoof appeared to him and
offered to make him rich if he
would for seven years not cut his
hair, clip his nails, bathe, or pray,
and wear a coat and cloak that he
would give him. At the end, if he
survived, he would be rich and
free; if he died during the time,
the devil would have him. The
desperate soldier agreed, and the
devil gave him the green coat,
telling him he would find its
pockets full of money, and then a
bearskin, telling him that he had
to sleep in it and would be known
as Bearskin because of it.
Bearskin set out, and gave much
money to the poor that they would
pray for him, to live out the seven
years. After several years, he grew
so hideous that he had to pay
heavily to get any shelter. In the
fourth year, he heard an old man
lamenting, and persuaded him
to tell his tale. The man had lost
all his money, did not know how
to provide for his daughters, and
could not pay the innkeeper, so
he would be sent to jail. Bearskin
paid the innkeeper and gave the

old man a purse of gold as well.
The old man said that he would
marry him to one of his daughters in
gratitude. Seeing Bearskin, the oldest
ran away screaming; the middle one
said he was worse than a bear that
had tried to pass itself off as human;
the youngest one agreed to fulfill her
father’s promise. Bearskin gave her
half a ring and promised to return
in three years. Her sisters ridiculed
her at length.
At the end of the seven years,
Bearskin found the devil again and
demanded he fulfill his promise.
Clean and with his money, he dressed
himself as a fine gentleman and
went to the old man’s house, where
the older sisters served him, and
his bride, dressed in black, showed
no reaction to him. He told the old
man that he would marry one of his
daughters. The two older sisters ran
off to dress splendidly, and Bearskin
dropped his half of the ring into a
wine cup and gave it to his bride. She
drank it and realized that he was her
bridegroom. They married. One
sister hanged herself in rage, and the
other drowned herself. Gratefully,
the devil knocked on the door to tell
Bearskin that he had gotten two souls
instead of Bearskin’s one.
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Invitation for Induction to The One Club Hall of Fame.

Recently, I was asked to create an invitation for a party honoring Mike
Hughes, Chief Creative Officer at local advertising firm, The Martin Agency.
Thinking it a perfect time to
attempt this new methodology
within an appropriate venue, I
developed a list of signifiers
related to The Hall of Fame and
another list for The One Club.
A fabricated metal pencil is the
award one receives at The One
Club award shows, and Hall of
Fame is often signified with a star.
Working with these images, I
guided the angle of the pencil and
star to read as a unified element,
successfully bridging two unlike
ideas into a single, simple solution.

Shown is the cover image, signifying “hall of
fame” and The One Club.
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ongoing direction
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First, I immediately want to
get back to private practice,
working with clients, coming
up with solutions to business
problems and reuniting with the
business practice of design. I’ve
missed the tactile patterns of
business while in graduate school.
From there, I plan on applying
this newly derived methodology
and then exploring how to
implement it on a print series,
in motion, the web, or any other
media. I am very excited to have
real material and subject matter
on which to base my work. This,
for me, is when the real work
begins. During this time, I need
to hone and refine my conceptual
ability, and then begin to teach
and write about it from a tangible,
tactile point of view, so design
students aren’t graduating
and becoming a design tool,
manipulating the form of
another’s idea. Those who want
to do more should be made able,
and it shouldn’t be the designer
title that is a hindrance.
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“First and foremost, you
have to develop an ability
to think and analyze.
This is an intellectual job
before anything else. Don’t
believe that intuition will
ever deliver magic.”
– John Rushworth, Partner, Pentagram
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The time spent reading and researching can fall into two distinct
categories: semesters one and two, and semesters three and four. During
the first two, my accumulation of reading materials was based upon how
design will and should change the world. During the summer and early
fall, after the candidacy proposal, it became clear that thinking about how
design can change the world would not result in a tangible creative project,
so how then to translate large, esoteric ideas into something small I could
grasp. It was in comparing the work I want to be doing to the work I had
done, and figuring out what was missing. Perhaps after exploring this,
I could feasibly make the jump to changing the world with design.
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